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Item 1) Provide the KUSF reimbursement forms submitted to the Commission and the Department of Finance and Administration from January 2014 to the present.

Response) Despite being certified as an ETC, TVD Broadband Services, LLC ("TVD") has never provided any service. Therefore, TVD did not file any KUSF forms between January 2014 and the present.

Witness) James Campbell
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1 Item 2) Provide the Federal Communication Commission ("FCC") Form 497 submitted
to the FCC from January 2014 to the present.

4 Response) Despite being certified as an ETC, TVD Broadband Services, LLC ("TVD") has
never provided any service. Therefore, TVD did not file any Form 497s forms between January
2014 and the present.

8 Witness) James Campbell
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Item 3) Refer to the Lifeline plans you filed with the Commission with your Application
for Designation as an Eligible Telecommunications Carrier ("ETC"). State whether there
have been changes to these Lifeline plans since the Commission entered an Order designating
you as an ETC for the purpose of offering Lifeline service in Kentucky. If there have been
changes to the Lifeline plans, provide:

a. Copies of all Lifeline plans currently offered to Kentucky subscribers.

b. For each new or modified Lifeline plan, explain in detail:

(1) How the current Lifeline plan modifies the Lifeline plan in effect when
you were designated as an ETC;

(2) Whether the current Lifeline plan was offered in addition to Lifeline
plans in effect when you were designated as an ETC.

c. An explanation for why existing Lifeline plans were changed or additional
Lifeline plans were added.

Response) TVD states that there have been no changes to the Lifeline plans it filed with the
Commission when it applied for designation as an ETC, but that TVD has never provided any
service pursuant to those plans, or otherwise.
a. TVD has not made any changes to the Lifeline plans it currently offers to Kentucky subscribers.

b.(1) TVD has not made any changes to the Lifeline plans it currently offers to Kentucky subscribers.

b.(2) TVD has not made any changes to the Lifeline plans it currently offers to Kentucky subscribers.

c. TVD has not made any changes to the Lifeline plans it currently offers to Kentucky subscribers.

Witness) James Campbell
Item 4) If the Commission’s decision is to maintain state Lifeline support for only voice service, describe how that decision would affect whether and how you provide Lifeline service in Kentucky.

Response) TVD states that if the Commission’s decision is to maintain Lifeline support for only voice support, this would not change the fact that TVD does not provide any service, including Lifeline service.

Witness) James Campbell
Item 5) Identify any cost-effective procedures that you believe should be implemented by the Commission to increase oversight of the Lifeline program.

Response) TVD does not provide and does not intend to provide any service, including Lifeline service. Therefore, TVD does not have an opinion on cost-effective procedures that should be implemented.

Witness) James Campbell
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1 Item 6) If the Commission’s decision is to change the amount of Lifeline support, state  
2 how soon upon the issuance of an Order by the Commission changing the Lifeline support  
3 amount that you are or anticipate being able to implement the changes on customer bills.  

4  

5 Response) TVD does not have any customers and does not intend to have any customers.  
6 Thus, this request does not apply to TVD.  

7  

8 Witness) James Campbell
Item 7) Provide, in detail, the methods employed to verify the eligibility of customers who participate in the Lifeline program.

Response) TVD does not have any customers, including customers who participate in the Lifeline program. Therefore, this request does not apply to TVD.

Witness) James Campbell
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Item 8) State whether you have been subjected to FCC investigation, action and/or penalties relating to participation in the Lifeline program. If you have been so subjected, provide in detail, including citations to the FCC action, the investigation, action, and/or penalties to which you were subjected.

Response) TVD has never provided Lifeline Services. It has never been subject to an FCC investigation relating to participation in the Lifeline program.

Witness) James Campbell
Item 9) Describe, in detail, your current marketing programs for Lifeline service in Kentucky, including, but not limited to, person-to-person sales.

Response) TVD has never provided any services, including Lifeline service. Therefore, this request does not apply to TVD.

Witness) James Campbell
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CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that I have supervised the preparation of the responses on behalf of TVD
Broadband Services, LLC to the Initial Requests for Information of the Commission Staff upon
Parties that Received Payment from the KUSF, and that the responses contained herein are true
and accurate to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief formed after reasonable
inquiry.

James Campbell
CFO
TVD Broadband Services, LLC

Date: 9/2/16
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